We propose broadcasting algorithms for line digraphs in the telephone model. The new protocols use a broadcasting protocol for a graph G to obtain a broadcasting protocol for the graph L k G, the graph obtained by applying k times, the line digraph operation to G.
formation among the processors in a network often determines the running time of the whole algorithm. Broadcasting is the process in which a node of the network (the originator) sends one piece of information to all members of the network by placing calls over the communication lines of the network. This is to be completed as quickly as possible subjected to the constraints of the considered model. This problem has been widely studied both for its theoretical and practical interest for di erent network con gurations and under di erent models (see 9, 12] for recent s u r v eys or the book 14]).
In this paper we are mainly concerned with the 1{port telephone model, that is, each call involves only two v ertices of the network and requires one unit of time (round) moreover we require that a vertex can participate in at most one call per unit of time by either sending or receiving a call and we restrict links to be one-way, that is, information will always ow in the same direction.
Following the literature we model the network topology by a digraph G = ( X U) a vertex x 2 X corresponds to a node in the network, and an arc (x y) 2 U, corresponds to a link in which x is the sender and y is the receiver. b(G x) represents the minimum numb e r o f t i m e u n i t s ( n umber of rounds) necessary to complete broadcasting from vertex x b(G) is de ned as the maximum of b(G x) taken over all vertices x of G. I t i s w ell known that for any digraph G with n vertices b(G) d log 2 ne and that the problem of determining b(G) is a NP{hard problem. Values of b(G) are known for many usual interconnection networks however for Butter y digraphs and related networks the order is still unknown. In this paper we propose a general methodology for designing broadcasting algorithms in line digraphs and iterated line digraphs. In Section 3.1 we give a simple protocol for broadcasting in LG (the graph obtained by applying the line digraph operation to the graph G) using a broadcast protocol in G where G is a regular digraph with degree d if broadcast in G can be performed in time t, then the algorithm performs broadcasting in LG in time t + dlog 2 de + 1. In section 3.2 we s h o w t h a t i f G satis es an additional property, t h a t w e c a l l A, then there exists a broadcasting protocol in LG that runs in time t + blog 2 dc + 1 .
By iterating the algorithms of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain protocols for iterated line digraphs (L(L n;1 G) = L n G). In Section 4.1 we s h o w a n improved algorithm for broadcasting in L 2 G using a broadcasting protocol in G. For some values of d, the direct derivation of the protocol for L 2 G has running time t + 2 blog 2 dc + 1 i f G satis es property A. In Section 5 we extend the results to L k G. F or example we obtain for d = 2 , > 1, a broadcasting algorithm in L 3 G running in time t + 3 log 2 d + 1. Finally, i n Section 6, we s k etch the application of these ideas to the p{port model.
The iteration of the line digraph operation is a good method to obtain large digraphs with xed degree and diameter. Besides, many other good properties are observed in such digraphs when used as models of communication networks ( 3, 11] ). In fact some of the best known families of digraphs are indeed line digraphs: De Bruijn, Kautz,Wrapped Butter y, among others.
Property A is satis ed in particular if G is itself a line digraph. So we obtain new and better protocols for De Bruijn, Kautz and Butter y networks which improve the best current k n o wn bounds both for digraphs ( 3] , 11]) and graphs ( 2] ).
Notation and Preliminaries
We refer to 7, 14] for basic de nitions concerning graphs and digraphs and we recall basic de nitions and properties of line digraphs (see also 8, 10] ).
Given a directed graph G = ( X U), if (x y) i s a n a r c , t h e n x is adjacent to y and y is adjacent from x. W e a l s o s a y that arc (x y) i s incoming to y and outgoing from x, and that arc u = ( x y) is adjacent t o a r c v = ( y z). We denote by d + (x) ( d ; (x)) the number of vertices adjacent from x (adjacent t o x) a digraph is said to be d-regular if d + (x) = d ; (x) = d for any v ertex x.
A dipath of length h from a vertex x to a vertex y is a sequence of vertices x = x 0 x 1 : : : x h;1 x h = y where (x i x i+1 ) i s a n a r c o f G. A d i g r a p h i s strongly connected if, for any c o u p l e o f v ertices x y, there exists a dipath from x to y. The length of a shortest dipath from x to y is the distance from x to y. Its maximum value over all couples of vertices is the diameter of the digraph denoted D(G).
Given a digraph G = ( X U) t h e line digraph operation allows to de ne a new digraph LG whose vertex set is in one to one correspondence with the set of arcs of G. The vertex u of LG representing the arc u = ( x y) i s adjacent to the vertex representing the arc v if and only if v = ( y z), that is, arcs of LG represent dipaths of length 2 of G. It can be easily shown that if G is d{regular with n vertices, then LG is d{regular with dn vertices furthermore if G is a strongly connected digraph di erent from a directed cycle, then the diameter of LG is the diameter of G plus one. We denote by L k G the graph L(L k;1 G).
Let G be a digraph with n vertices and LG the corresponding line digraph. The arcs of LG can be partitioned into n complete bipartite digraphs isomorphic to ;! K d d that are in one to one correspondence with vertices of G. I f x is a vertex of a digraph G, t h e n w e denote by B x the corresponding bipartite digraph in LG (one subset consist of the vertices repressenting incoming arcs to x, and the other of those repressenting outgoing arcs from x). Note also that each v ertex of LG belongs to exactly to two of such bipartite digraphs: in one case with in-degree 0 and in the other with out-degree 0.
An arc{labeling for a digraph G is a labeling of its arcs such that any two arcs incident to the same vertex have di erent labels and any t wo arcs incident from the same vertex have also di erent labels. If G is d-regular then it is always possible to obtain such an arc{labeling with d labels. Since we always consider d-regular digraphs we simply say an arc{labeling instead of an arc{labeling with d labels. Given a digraph with an arc{labeling, we identify the labels with the elements of Z d and we refer to the arcs incoming to or outgoing from the same vertex by their labels. ples (x l) where x is a string of length n (x n;1 x n;2 : : : x 0 ), x i 2 Z d , i = 0 1 : : : n ; 1, and l 2 Z n . V ertex (x n;1 x n;2 : : : x 0 l ) is adjacent t o v ertices (x n;1 : : : x l+1 x l;1 : : : x 0 l +1), 2 
A broadcasting protocol in a line digraph
A broadcasting algorithm in a digraph G = ( X U) with originator r can be described via the broadcast tree T(r) w i t h r o o t r and vertex set X. T(r)
contains the arcs through which the information has been broadcasted since each v ertex in T(r) has in-degree 1, then T(r) is an arborescence. Any broadcasting algorithm P with originator r induces a partial broadcasting in LG with originator any v ertex in LG representing an arc (r 0 r ) , which informs those vertices of LG corresponding to the arcs of the broadcast tree of G. I f P is a broadcasting protocol running in time t in G, then at time t, for any x, there is at least one vertex u = ( x ) i n LG, where stands for an undetermined symbol, that has been informed (namely vertex corresponding to (r 0 r ) and the vertices that correspond to the arcs of the broadcast tree T(r)).
Let us choose an arc-labeling for the digraph G, that is a labeling of the vertices of LG. During round t + 1 , f o r a n y x in G, the informed vertex u = ( x ) i n LG sends the information, denoted by inf, t o v ertex (x ) o f label 1. Since the labeling of the arcs is an arc{labeling in G, for all x 0 , vertices ( x 0 ) o f l a b e l 1 h a ve been informed. At round t+2 ,a l lv ertices ( x ) of label 1 send inf to vertices (x ) of label 2. Thus at the end of this round all vertices of LG with labels 1 or 2 will know inf so they will be able to send inf to vertices of LG of labels 3 and 4 during round t + 3 . F ollowing this pattern, we claim that at the end of round t + k, v ertices of LG with label i, 1 i 2 k;1 , w i l l k n o w inf. The proof is by induction on k i t i s true for k = 1 and k = 2. Suppose it is true at time t + k , t h e n a t t i m e t + k + 1 for any x the vertex ( x ) o f LG of label i informs the vertex (x ) of label i + 2 k;1 . In this way a l l v ertices with label i, 2 k;1 + 1 i 2 k , g e t the information. Since G is d-regular at round t + dlog 2 
An improved protocol in a line digraph
In the previous protocol we h a ve not used the facts that inf arrived at vertex x of G on some arc of a speci c label and that inf might a r r i v e before time t. For example, suppose that it arrives to an arc ( x ) not of label 1, then before round t + 2 the information inf has reached two v ertices of LG. Therefore, at round t + 2 , inf could have been sent o n t wo v ertices of LG instead of only one analogously if inf reaches x at time t;h in the successive h rounds inf can be sent o n h new arcs.
In the sequel we obtain an improved broadcasting protocol in LG if G admits a suitable arc{labeling. To this aim let us consider the broadcasting tree T(r) given by a broadcasting protocol P with originator vertex r and let us label its arcs in the following way: for each v ertex, the last arc used to send inf is labeled 0, the penultimate one is labeled ;1 ( w h e r e w e perform addition modulo d), the preceding one is labeled with ;2 and so on. We will call such a labeled tree a labeled b r oadcasting tree. If it is possible to make an arc{labeling of the digraph G in which the labels of the arcs of T(r) are the ones in the labeled broadcasting tree, we s a y that this arc{labeling is consistent with the labeling of the broadcasting tree. We s a y that a vertex of G is of kind k (in protocol P) if it has received inf though an arc of label ;k (modulo d).
We note the following immediate lemma.
Lemma 1 If a vertex is of kind k, then it has been informed i n p r otocol P at time t ; k or before.
De nition 1 A d{regular digraph G satis es property A if there e x i s t s a broadcasting protocol such that, for any vertex r, there exists an arc{labeling of G that is consistent with the labeling of the broadcasting tree T(r).
Lemma 2 If G is a line digraph then it satis es property A. Proof: If G is a line digraph, due to the partition of the arcs into complete bipartite digraphs, it is possible to label both all its arcs by arc{labeling independently the bipartite subdigraphs.
Let T(r) be the broadcasting tree associated to the broadcasting protocol P i n G and for a given bipartite digraph B x of the decomposition of G, let V 1 and V 2 be the partition of the vertices of B x . F or each v ertex y of G there exists exactly one arc entering in y that belongs to T(r) (the arc through which inf has arrived). Let T (x) be the out-degree of x in T (that is the numberof vertices which h a ve been informed by x). Now w e r a n k t h e v ertices of V 1 and V 2 as follows.
C h o o s e a v ertex x in V 1 , w i t h T (x) = 1 label this vertex x 0 and label its out-neighbors in V 2 with y 0 y 1 : : : y ;1 in the order they have b e e n informed, i.e. according to their kind (the out-neighbor of kind 0 is labeled y 0 , the one of kind 1, y 1 , and so on. In general suppose that at some step of the algorithm we h a ve used all labels till y i for vertices in V 2 .
If Drawn arcs are those in the broadcasting tree T of G following modi cation: Let x be a vertex of G of kind k, that, by l e m m a 1 , has received inf at time less than or equal to t ; k. I f w e consider protocol P two possible cases arise: either x has sent inf on at least k arcs or x has sent inf to k 0 arcs, k 0 < k , and it has been idle for at least k ; k 0 rounds before t. In the modi ed protocol that we use until time t we will use these k ; k 0 rounds to send the information to k ; k 0 arcs in such a w ay that, at time t, x has sent the information through arcs 0 ;1 : : : ;k + 1 . The speci cation of protocol Q is completed as follows. At round t + 1 each v ertex ( x ) o f LG that corresponds to an arc of the broadcasting tree sends inf to its neighbor of label 1. At the end of this round, if x 2 V (G) is of kind d ; 1 t h e n ( x ) has informed all its neighbors in LG (in rounds before t, the vertices corresponding to arcs of label ;j, j = 0 1 : : : d; 2, and, at round t+1, arc of label 1 = ;(d;1)). If x is of kind k di erent from d ; 1 then there exist at least two v ertices of LG, s a y ( y 1 x ) a n d ( y ;k x ) that have received inf (these vertices correspond to arcs with labels 1 and ;k) in this case these two v ertices can send inf to the two v ertices (x ) with labels 2 and 3 during round t + 2 note that in the previous protocol at round t + 2 , inf was sent to only one vertex (x ).
Now w e can start the induction. The lemma is satis ed for h = 0 a n d h = 1 . Suppose the lemma is true for h 0 and let us consider vertex x of kind k at round t + h 0 + 1 .I f ;k 2 f 1 2 : : : 2 h 0 ; 1g, then the lemma is true by induction. If ;k 6 2 f 1 2 : : : 2 h 0 ; 1g, then x has received, at the end of round t + h 0 inf, on at least 2 h 0 arcs: arc of label ;k (before time t ; k) and arcs of label j, j = 1 2 : : : 2 h 0 ; 1 (at rounds t t + 1 : : : t + h 0 ). Therefore x can send inf on 2 h 0 arcs of label j, j = 2 h 0 : : : 2 h 0 +1 ; 1 Recall that, given a graph G = ( X U), the vertex set of L 2 G is the set of all possible dipaths of length 2 in G, and that broadcasting in L 2 G is equivalent to broadcast the information through all paths of length 2 in G, or equivalently, e v ery arc of G informs every other adjacent arc in G. I n t h e proofs of this section we will use this latter approach.
Observe that, in the protocol for LG described in the previous section, most of the vertices are idle during the last unit of time. This happens because all their neighbors have been already informed and it should not make sense to send again the information. Nevertheless, if we iterate the process in order to obtain a broadcasting algorithm in L 2 G, e a c h arc must send inf to any other adjacent arc and, therefore, the fact described before represents a waste of time.
In order to obtain the claimed result we will use the protocol in L(G) u p to time t + when the information has passed through almost every arc in G (let us recall that the broadcasting time is t + + 1. By specifying which arc informs any other arc we are able to complete the broadcasting in L 2 (G) in + 1 additional rounds.
The design of a protocol from small values of d
Lemma 4 Given a d{regular graph G that satis es property A and a broadcast protocol in G that runs in time t, then there exists a broadcast protocol in L 2 G such that, at time t + , = blog 2 dc, the information is arrived t o :
vertices that correspond to pairs of arcs of G with labels (i i+2 j ), where 1 i 2 ;1 ; 1 and blog 2 ic < j ; 1. vertices that correspond to a not completely speci ed p air of arcs with labels ( 2 j ), where 0 j ; 1 and denotes the label of some arc (depending on the broadcast algorithm in G).
Proof: We use protocol Q described in Lemma 3 in the following precise way. W e know that, for any v ertex x 2 G, a t t i m e t+h, the information inf has arrived on all the arcs i, 1 i 2 h ; 1, and on arc ;k (if x i s a v ertex of kind k). At t i m e t + h + 1 , w e impose that, if it has not already been done, arc i sends the information to i + 2 h and arc ;k to 2 h .
Note that if ;k 2 f 1 2 : : : 2 h ; 1g there is no con ict as arc ;k has already sent inf to 2 h and 2 h + k 0 with k 0 = ;k mod d, k 0 0. So the lemma follows by induction and considering the case h = = blog 2 dc. 2
Let us call the above protocol a weak protocol. F urthermore, if we suppose that the undetermined is 0 we s a y that the protocol is a strong protocol.
In this case arc labeled 0 has informed arcs labeled 2 j , 0 j ; 1, or equivalently all the pairs of arcs (0 2 j ) h a ve been informed.
Let D be the set of values of d, w i t h blog 2 dc = , such that any w eak protocol obtained at time t + can be completed in a full protocol for L 2 G in + 1 more steps. Since we c a n a l w ays nd a weak protocol in time t Proof: In the following tables we s h o w an algorithm for completing the protocol in L 2 G. In the tables columns represent successive rounds and rows represent labels of arcs incident t o a n y v ertex of G. A t e a c h round it is shown what must be done by each incoming arc. For instance in Table 4 .1(a) at time t + 3 all arcs inform arc labelled 0 thus arc labelled 0 will have b e e n informed by three di erent arcs and at time t + 4 it can inform 3 di erent arcs (with labels 1, 2, 3).
Recall that, by Lemma 4, at time less than or equal to t + 2 arcs labelled 1 2 a n d 3 h a ve been informed and moreover the incoming arc labelled 1 has informed the outgoing arc with label 3. Case c. If the vertex is of kind 1 and if the incoming arc of label 0 was an outgoing arc of a vertex of kind 1, then it has received the information at time less than or equal to t, a n d t h us it can send it at time units t + 1 a n d t + 2 .
If the incoming arc has label 1, we proceed the same way i n b o t h c a s e s b and c as shown in the table 3. First of all let us recall that a broadcasting agorithm in L k G is equivalent t o a protocol in G in which a piece of information passes through all possible paths of length k of G. In this section we will only consider digraphs satisfying property A.
The results of the previous section can be extended by showing that, for some values of d, it is possible to construct a protocol in L k G running in time t + kblog 2 dc + h, h < k directly from the broadcasting algorithm in G.
To this end, let us we extend the notion of weak and strong protocols given in Section 4 as follows: let D (k h) be the set of values of d with blog 2 dc = such that any w eak protocol can be completed in a full protocol for L k G in (k ; 1) + h steps more. Analogoulsy we de ne the set E (k h) in the case of a strong protocol.
The next result extends Lemma 7. Proof: We will show the case 4 2 D 3 1
2 . In order to prove the other relations we used the same pattern with the aid of a computer.
Designing a protocol on L 3 G is equivalent t o m a k e a piece of information pass through all possible paths of lengh 3 in G, or what is equivalent, that information arrived to any pair of arcs is sent to all the arcs adjacent from it. The initial situation is that at time t information arrived to all vertices in G.
Let us start with a weak protocol on L 2 G, and observe that, when an arc with label i informs an arc with label j, there is a path of length 2 with labels ij to which the information has arrived. Therefore this pair can start informing the adjacent arcs from it.
In any case, if arc labelled i informed by an arc with indetermined label ( ) informs an arc labeled j, the pair ij becomes informed by some indetermined arc, i.e. there is a triple ij informed. Thus, the next time ij is informed, we cannot count t wo triples ending in ij are informed, but only one. This considerations are taken into account i n T ables 4 and 5. In Table 4 it is shown a protocol in which pairs of informed arcs are taken into account, as in the case of L 2 G. When an arc i is informed by a determined arc j, the pair ij is considered to be informed, and thus it begins to be considered in Table 5 . From that round on, the actions of arc j are written in Table 4 enclosed into brackets, meaning that those actions are considered in Table 5 .
In Table 5 it is shown using small numbers the number of times pair of labels ij has been informed (i.e. the number of triples ending in ij), and thus, the number of triples beginning with labels ij that can be informed during the next round. The number appears enclosed into brackets whenever the triple informed is the undetermined ij.
Looking at the tables, the protocol is nished at time t + 7 = t + 3 + 1 , and hence 4 2 D (1) 3 (1) 2 (1) 0 (1) 1 1 Nevertheless to get this bound for the number of iterations we considered that the number of informed vertices at most double at each round, not taking into account that the degree is nite and that after d rounds some vertices will send infomation to no more neighbors. The problem of bounded degree graphs is considered in 1] leading to a more accurate upper bound Let us end this section pointing out that the results given for the p{port model are easily extendable to directed hypergraphs. I n 5 ] i t i s d e n e d , for directed hypergraphs, a similar operation to the line digraph. It is not di cult to see that the ideas of this paper allow to construct broadcasting protocols for directed line hypergraphs under the usual models. For instance the time given in Proposition 1 also holds for hypergraphs.
Conclusions
We h a ve described a constructive method to design good broadcasting protocols in line digraphs and in iterated line digraphs. The broadcasting time given by this method is in most cases better than with any other method known up to date, even considering the underlying graph of the line digraph. 
